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Anyone has read 'The True Parents' Scriptures'? None, right? You must have heard about it for the first 

time. 

 

Finally, True Parents' life history has to be made clear. True Parents are to complete the human history; 

they are the purpose of Heaven's providence behind the human history. When True Parents emerge, 

salvation of the world's seven billion people becomes possible. You may not appreciate it, but they have 

been awaited throughout the long history. A path for mankind from the fallen world to Heaven's bosom 

will be opened, after 6,000-year history. 

 

No doubt you are fortunate people, as you could meet with True Parents while billions of people of the 

world are unable to see nor hear them. You have become Blessed Families thanks to True Parents, haven't 

you? This has been Heaven's aspiration and the fallen mankind's wish. 

 

You stand in the important positions, but you should know they bear responsibilities, as well. True 

Parents' history has passed 50 years, namely; a half of a century. 
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Suppose your capabilities were equal to those who had been prepared by Heaven, the providential realm 

could have been significantly extended by now! We should only reflect ourselves! 

 

Those of you who have encountered True Parents in the physical world must live your daily lives in 

constantly appreciating how blessed and glorified your positions are. 



 

True Parents are the true parents for the whole world and all mankind. But, isn't the fact that many 

children are still unaware of True Parents because the children who had been witnessed earlier have not 

fulfilled their responsibilities? How do you think? 

 

You should not end up being shameful people! Heaven has shown everything to us and blessed us. You, 

therefore, should constantly ponder ways and manners in which you can return glory to Heaven, then 

practice them in your remaining life. That should be your position. This is the crucial moment! 

 

You know the Spiritual World, don't you? Our physical bodies have certain constraints. We have sent 

True Father to the Spirit World before us. Though we are aware that True Father is with us and engaged 

in the providence, we must spend our time on earth with accute sense of how precious these moments in 

the physical world are! 

 

What if even myself will have ascended into the Spiritual World? Imagine how it will be when your 

victories and achievements are dedicated (through True Mother on earth) in profound gratitude and high 

praises manifested throughout heaven and earth! 

 

You may feel difference between my presence and my absence. When I am not in South Korea, they all 

admit feeling empty there, like an empty house. When I leave here (Hawaii) for Korea, American 

members feel likewise, don't they? 

 

What does this mean? You can understand it without my elaboration, can't you? It means that you must 

fulfill your portion of responsibility while I am alive (on earth). The time you have shared and spent 

together with True Parents will be the source of everlasting praise and pride of your descendants as well 

as your ancestors. 

 

As you live your daily lives this way and in such a spirit, you will be able to appreciate precious and 

important moment of our time. Do you understand? (Yes!) 

 

I wish that you splendidly fulfill your portions of responsibility in utilizing these precious moments 

properly and realizing wonderful outcome for Heaven. (Yes!) 

 

Particularly, today we have many leaders of Japanese Church here. Are you all committed to do that? 

(Yes!) Doubtlessly, you are in such precious positions in the everlasting realm of the world. 

 

I sometimes say this. Be a noble family of distinction. This is the only moment of truth to distinguish your 

family! Become an ancestor of a noble family! Who else should become the families of distinction other 

than those who have spent this era together with True Parents? 

 

You are in such an incredible moment of history after the longing 6,000 years. I do wish that all of you 

can stand in such noble positions, but it depends upon the fulfillment of your responsibility. You cannot 

blame or resent anyone else. Once again, I wish that all of you, as ancestors of noble families, will 

dedicate loyalty to Heaven forever.  

 

 

 


